NEW
QUICK-LOCK™

VERSALIFT™
3-way – Lift, Gurney, Treatment Table

ELITE EXAM LIFT™
Fully enclosed Lift
Choice of Corian® tops
Cleaner Safer

Hi-Lo WET TABLE™
Adjustable height comfort
2 Swing Arms hold trays or dental equipment

DENTAL TABLE™
Adjustable height
2 Swing Arms hold all your equipment

TREATMENT TABLE™
IV pole and trays fit
4 corner sockets
2 foot switches

FOLD-UP GURNEY™
Rolls and steers easily
Strong all-welded frame
Automatic lock

ULTRA-LITE GURNEY™
Lift-off stretchers
Multi-purpose
Large storage space
OLYMPIC Hi-Lo WET TABLE™

Adjustable height with electric lift

No more back strain
Comfortable standing or seated
Ergonomic – safety compliant
Better patient presentation
Faster, more efficient procedures

STANDING

SEATED
Comfortable seated height with any size patient. Makes dental and other long procedures less tiring.

Watch video demonstration
www.OlympicVeterinary.com
Features of Wet Table

**Electric lift**  Very quiet, smooth height adjustment. Lifts up to 250 pounds. Range 29" to 41".

**Large surface**  60"x24" accommodates large dogs. 2 removable stainless steel grates, each 22"x22", plus generous sink and faucet space.

**Foot switch swivel**  Foot switch for lift turns to face operator. Convenient, saves time.

**High-arch, swivel faucet**  Makes it easy to clean large items in the sink.

**Splash panel**  At back of sink, confines water, prevents objects falling off back of table.

**Heavy-duty hand spray**  With curl-hose that reaches length of table. Hook for storing spray ouit of way.

**Jumbo hair trap**  Larger mesh surface catches more hair. Doesn’t have to be cleaned as often. Easier to clean.

**4 electrical outlets**  For your accessories. Outlets on base of table in protective enclosure.

**Rock-solid**  Reinforced steel construction, all welded, to eliminate bounce and wobble. A solid platform for treatment or dental procedures.

**Fully enclosed lift**  For easy cleaning. Also quieter and safer.

**Arm rests**  Edges of table are rounded for arm comfort.

**Leveling feet**  Adjustable to any floor.

**Electrical**  120V/60Hz

**Not a built-in**  The Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table can be moved as your hospital grows. Easily connected to any standard plumbing.

**Full 3-year Warranty**  Includes all parts and labor. Bumper to bumper.

---

**Swing Arms make the Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table ideal for dental procedures**

Make your Wet Table multi-purpose for dental procedures by adding one or two articulated, pivoting Swing Arms. Heavy-duty Swing Arms support up to 60 pounds, including dental units, anesthesia machines, scalers, IV pole, instrument trays, etc. Complete dental suite can be positioned at your fingertips for more efficient, faster dental procedures. Swing Arms drop into existing sockets on wet table, no tools required.

---

**Can be installed in any hospital**

The Olympic Hi-Lo Wet table can be easily installed as a replacement for an older wet table or at a new location. It meets plumbing codes.

Unique design – table moves up and down but plumbing connections remain stationary and connects to any standard plumbing system. No pump or external hoses.

---

**ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR**

**Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™. Model 51001.** Complete, ready to install. Includes 2 removable grates, faucet, and hand spray.

**Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™. Model 51002.** Complete, ready to install. Includes 2 removable grates, faucet, hand spray, and stainless steel exam top (no holes) that fits over grates.

**Accessories**

**Swing Arm with B-tray. Model 51080.** Swing Arm drops into existing sockets on table post, no tools required. B-instrument tray furnished. Swing Arm can also hold anesthesia machines, IV pole (see below), other equipment. Order one or two Swing Arms.

**IV pole. Model 51081. New**  IV pole drops into a socket on Swing Arm. Order with Swing Arm.

**Grate Elevator. Model 51082. New**  Elevator slides under one end of grate to tilt grate for drainage during dental procedures.

**Exam Table Top. Model 51085.** Solid stainless steel top fits over grates.
Welcome to the new look in veterinary exam lifts. Instead of an old-fashioned exam lift with a cold stainless steel top and exposed lift machinery, the new Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table is a handsome piece of modern furniture. The top surface is attractive, warm-looking Corian in your choice of colors. And the lift mechanism is fully enclosed in a sleek expanding column.

The appearance of your examining room makes an important impression on pet owners. It is the room where the owner and his companion truly interact with you. And your examining room should look friendly and reassuring. The new Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table provides a pleasing, modern environment for owners and pets, and also offers many special features to make your examinations more efficient and to save time.

**Why Corian®?** Corian® is an ideal material for veterinary examining tables. Unlike laminates, Corian® is a solid, dense material developed by DuPont for applications that require a tough, lifetime surface combined with attractive colors and patterns. Because it is hygienic, non-porous and stain resistant, Corian® has been widely used for years for counter tops, sinks and other heavy-wear surfaces in fine homes, medical facilities, and veterinary hospitals. It combines beautiful appearance with durability.

**Non-slip surface** Your patient can stand on the Corian® surface without slipping and sliding like stainless steel. The Corian® surface of the Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table has a matte finish with a secure gripping surface for animals. And Corian® also feels much warmer than stainless steel. Your patients will be able to stand comfortably so you can perform your exams faster and with less assistance.
Make your examining room a modern, friendly room

Olympic scale (optional) The Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table may be ordered with a weighing scale that fits invisibly under the Corian® top. Display tilts for easy reading. Has automatic averaging for active patients. Large, high contrast numbers. Batteries last for 4,000 weighings.

Dimensions The Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table is large enough for big dogs, small enough for tight exam rooms. Corian® top: 54”x22”. Lift footprint: 50”x22”.

Capacity 250 pounds. Enclosed lift is quiet and smooth.

Modular design Not a built-in – the Elite Exam Lift Table can move as your floor plan changes.

Electrical 120V/60Hz. All components are UL approved and has a ground fault breaker. 10’ electrical cord is at floor level to avoid a trip hazard.

Full Warranty 3-year Warranty includes all parts and labor.

Choose your Corian® color
Select from these attractive Corian® colors or Stainless Steel to give your hospital the modern, professional look. (Other colors available on special order, please inquire.)

- Sandstone
  Rich and deep with accent particles
- Granola
  Light with touches of white and beige
- Sandalwood
  Warm taupe with swirling veins

ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table ™, Model 51201. With Olympic scale. Please specify your Corian® color choice when ordering.

Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table ™, Model 51202. Without scale. Please specify your Corian® color choice, or stainless when ordering.
NEW

OLYMPIC
DENTAL TABLE™

Adjustable height  Comfortable seated or standing  Less tiring

Removable drain pan

Electric lift 29" – 41"

2 Swing Arms
Heavy-duty arms hold anesthesia machines, instruments, IV poles – all at your finger tips. (Second arm optional).

Leg room

Foot switch swivels

Low profile casters

Durable finish – powder coated

4 electrical outlets

New – Compressor Mounting Platform
Fits behind post. Platform isolates all vibration from table. (Optional, not shown).

V-top dorsal positioner

Watch video demonstration www.OlympicVeterinary.com

2 Swing Arms

STANDING

When table is raised, a tall person can work comfortably. Less tiring. Faster procedures.

SEATED

Table height adjusts for best access to dental site. Leg room on all sides of table.
This is the ultimate dental table – designed for hospitals that want to do more dental procedures in less time. It is efficient, more comfortable, and offers better patient presentation. It has adjustable height, tilt adjustment, a dorsal positioner, and Swing Arms to hold all your equipment and instruments right where you want them. It is also rock-solid – a perfect platform for dental procedures.

**FEATURES**

**Operator comfort**  Height is adjustable from 29” to an extra-tall 41”. Patient access without strain.

**Electric Lift**  Precise positioning. Capacity 250 pounds.

**Adjustable tilt**  For drainage and best presentation. Table tilts to any angle up to 10º. Locks automatically.

**Dorsal positioner**  Table sides fold to any angle up to 45º to form a V-positioner. Locks automatically.

**Firm head support**  Provides solid support for all dental procedures. No bounce or flex.

**Swing Arms**  Heavy-duty Swing Arms support up to 60 pounds each, including an anesthesia machine, dental unit, IV pole, scalers, instrument trays, etc. – everything at your fingertips. Gets equipment off floor, reduces clutter. Can be ordered with one or two Swing Arms.

**Removable drain pan**  Under the head support. Pan slides out easily for cleaning.

**Foot switch swivels**  The foot switch swivels so it can always face the operator – easy, fast height adjustment.

**Generous leg room**  Comfortable, easy access on all sides of table.

**Tie down cleats**  Mounted under sides of table, out of the way. Convenient whether table is in V-position or flat.

**Improved patient presentation**  Better presentation saves time. Height, tilt, and dorsal positions can all be quickly adjusted during a case.

**Complete table drainage**  A trough under center of table drains the entire table into the removable pan.

**Compressor platform**  Saves space. Compressor is directly behind table post. Mounting platform straddles base, completely isolates table from vibration. Platform has casters, moves easily for quick clean-up.

**4 electric outlets**  Built-in outlets help get electrical cords off the floor.

**Low profile casters-brakes**  Table can be moved easily for cleaning floor or to fit your future space requirements.

**Quick clean-up**  Top quickly wipes clean between cases.

**Sturdy construction**  Designed for dentistry – a strong, stable operative platform. Heavy gauge welded steel. No wobble or sway.

**Dimensions**  Top surface: 21” x 50”. Overall: 21” x 62”. Supports larger dogs in all positions.

**3-year Warranty**  All parts and labor included. Bumper to bumper.

**ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR**


Olympic Dental Table™. Model 50903. With 2 Swing Arms, one B-instrument tray. Electrical: 120V/60Hz.


OLYMPIC VERSA-LIFT™
One electric lift does 3 jobs

**GURNEY**
Lightweight, easy to roll and steer

**TREATMENT**
Tall, comfortable standing or seated

**CURBSIDE**
Remove patients from cars easier, safer with the electric lift and lift-off stretcher

*Hidden handle*
Slides out. One person can safely move patients outdoors.

*IV pole*
Sockets at 2 corners

*Hands-on care*
Or raise lift for outdoor transport and hands-on care with assistant
**NEW QUICK-LOCK™**

Model Versa-Lift™

**Features**

- **Protects against back injury**  No more lifting or carrying heavy dogs. Safety compliant for your staff and hospital.
- **Higher, more comfortable**  Electric lift with hard top adjusts to a tall 40 inches. Relieves back strain, standing or seated. Ergonomic.
- **Very lightweight, rolls easily**  Only 68 pounds, half as much as other gurneys.
- **Turns on a dime**  Two steering handles at each end. Tight turns in tight spaces.
- **IV pole included**  Fits into sockets at 2 corners of the table.
- **Strongly built**  Airplane type construction – all welded. Lifts 250 pounds. Convenient foot switch.
- **Outdoor use**  Remove patients from cars more easily and safely with the adjustable lift and stretcher top that lifts off.
- **Saves time**  It takes less time and fewer people to lift and carry patients – safely.
- **Compact**  Footprint 49"x23", top surface 52"x24".
- **Saves money**  3 products for the price of one – Lift, Gurney, Treatment Table.
- **3-year Warranty**  All parts and labor. Bumper to bumper.

**Lift-off Stretchers**

**Ergonomic and safe**

The top of the Versa-Lift is a stretcher which is held securely on 4 posts but easily lifts off for transferring patients to x-ray and other tables. Saves back strain and complies with safety recommendations. Easier, quicker transfers. Safer for patients and staff. Two stretchers available.

**Hard Stretcher**


**Soft Stretcher**

Plastic fabric is medical-grade, anti-microbial Herculite®. Wipes clean. X-ray transparent. Strong. 2 Velcro straps

**Order from your distributor**

**QUICK-LOCK Versa-Lift™ Model 50705.** Includes Hard Stretcher, Soft Stretcher, IV pole, 2 foot switches, instrument tray. Rechargeable 120V/60Hz.


**Olympic Versa-Lift™ Model 50703. Economy model.** Includes Hard Stretcher and IV pole. Rechargeable 120V/60Hz.

At last, a real “brake” through for veterinary gurneys. For years, gurneys for humans have had foot levers that lock all their casters at once. So why are you still locking and unlocking one caster at a time?

With the new QUICK-LOCK (model 50705) of the Olympic Versa-Lift, you step on one lever and all 4 casters lock completely. To unlock all casters, just step on the lever again. And to make it even faster and easier, there are brake levers on both sides of the Versa-Lift.

Once you’ve used QUICK-LOCK, you will never go back to locking one caster at a time.

**Extra new features** For even greater convenience, the QUICK-LOCK model has 2 foot switches for the electric lift – one on each side of the Versa-Lift. Also includes swiveling instrument tray.

**order from your distributor**

**QUICK-LOCK Versa-Lift™ Model 50705.** Includes Hard Stretcher, Soft Stretcher, IV pole, 2 foot switches, instrument tray. Rechargeable 120V/60Hz.


**Olympic Versa-Lift™ Model 50703. Economy model.** Includes Hard Stretcher and IV pole. Rechargeable 120V/60Hz.

Watch video demonstration

www.OlympicVeterinary.com
OLYMPIC FOLD-UP™

Saves space   200 pound capacity   2 Lift-off stretchers

Ideal for clinics with limited space  Moves patients in tight spaces and then folds up and stores out of the way.

An “extra” gurney and treatment table  Also can be converted to a temporary exam-treatment table using the Hard Stretcher top.

Very lightweight and strong  Weighs only 27 pounds, but can safely carry 200 pound dogs. Strong airplane construction with welded joints.

Unfolds and folds in seconds  To unfold, just spread the sides apart and an automatic safety lock holds it open. To close for storage, release safety lock and push the sides together.

Rolls easily, turns quickly  Two hand grips at both ends of gurney for easy steering in tight spaces. Large 5" casters roll smoothly. All casters lock.

2 Models  Economy model of the Fold-Up comes with Soft Stretcher top. Standard model has 2 tops – a Soft and a Hard Stretcher.

Dimensions  Footprint: Unfolded: 54"L x 18"W x 34"H. Folded: 54"L x 8"W.

3-year Warranty  All parts and labor, except parts subject to normal wear, like fabric, casters, etc.

Interchangeable  Olympic gurneys include 2 interchangeable stretcher tops. Stretchers can be easily lifted off, but are held securely by 4 posts.

Prevents back injuries  Using the stretcher tops, even the heaviest patients can be transferred to tables, cages, or the floor without back injury.

Safer for patients  Heavy patients are transferred on a stretcher, not hand carried. Less traumatic and more comfortable for patients.


ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR


Watch video demonstration  www.OlympicVeterinary.com
OLYMPIC ULTRA-LITE GURNEY™

- 2 lift-off stretcher tops
- Extra storage space

Multi-purpose The Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney is two products in one. First, it is an exam-treatment table with a firm, non-slip top. Then it converts to a transport gurney with either a hard or soft stretcher top. And it also has space for storing supplies. This multi-purpose product is versatile and inexpensive.

Ultra lightweight gurney Because this gurney weighs only 31 pounds, just a fraction of what other gurneys weigh, it is very easy to roll. But even though it is ultra light, it is strong and stable with all-welded construction. It can safely hold and transport dogs up to 250 pounds, plus supplies.

Turns on a dime There are two steering handles at both ends for turning sharp corners and maneuvering in tight spaces. The large casters make it even more nimble, and they lock securely when it is used for exams and treatments.

Ergonomic This gurney offers the Olympic system of lift-off stretchers. The top of the Ultra-Lite is a stretcher that is held securely by four posts that can be lifted off easily for transferring patients to x-ray tables or cages. Helps prevent back injuries and safer for patients.

Extra storage space The lower shelf can hold up to 100 pounds of supplies or equipment. Handy for treatment and the extra storage saves valuable floor space in your clinic.

Dimensions Overall: 52”L x 18”W x 34”H

MRI compatible models The Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney is available in non-ferrous models suitable for the MRI environment. See next column.

Saves money and space The Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney is an economical choice for clinics with limited space for storage. It is also useful in larger clinics at times when they need an extra treatment table and/or gurney.

ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR


Prevents back injuries The lift-off stretchers make it easier and safer to transfer patients to cages, tables, and the floor. Complies with safety recommendations.

Safer for patients With lift-off stretchers, heavier patients can be handled more gently than by hand carrying. It is less traumatic and there is less chance of possible injury for the patient. Stretchers have hand-holds and straps.


Hard Stretcher Molded of rigid reinforced polymer. Converts gurney to exam-treatment table. Animals can stand comfortably without slipping.
NEW

OLYMPIC TREATMENT TABLE™

A treatment table that is also an easy-roll gurney

Instrument tray
Fits in sockets at corners of table (included)

Large surface
46”x21” stainless steel

12” to 37” lift
Comfortable standing or seated

2 foot switches
Both sides of table. Convenient.

Push bar
For easy steering in tight spaces

Tie-down cleats
Out of the way, under the sides of the table

Larger casters
For rolling without effort

Height adjustment
Comfortable seated or standing.

2 foot switches
To save time, there are up-down foot switches on both sides of the table.

Instrument tray
A stainless steel instrument tray is included. The tray fits into sockets at all corners of the table and swivels. 2 trays optional. See below.

IV pole
A 2-bag IV pole is included, fits into sockets.

3-year Warranty
Covers all parts and labor, except parts subject to normal wear, such as casters.

A good investment
More for your money. Fully equipped treatment table with gurney.

Multi-purpose
The Olympic Treatment Table is a new combination treatment table and gurney with a stainless steel top. Older treatment tables are so heavy and hard to roll that they are practically stationary. This new table can be used for treating and prepping – then for quickly transporting patients to surgery and recovery.

Lightweight
This new table rolls so easily because it is lightweight – weighs less than half as much as many older tables. Full size 5” casters roll effortlessly (then lock).

Push bar
For quick steering in tight places.

Full-size stainless top
46”x21” for large dogs.

Rechargeable lift
Smooth, quiet. 250 pounds capacity.

ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

Olympic Treatment Table™. Model 50702. Includes Instrument Tray and IV pole. Rechargeable lift: 120V/60Hz.

Olympic Treatment Table™ with two Instrument Trays. Model 50704. Includes IV pole and two instrument trays. Rechargeable lift: 120V/60Hz.